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Abstract-We present a method that combines region growing and
edge detection for image segmentation. We start with a split-and-merge
algorithm [12] where the parameters have been set up so that an oversegmented image results. Then region boundaries are eliminated or
modified on the basis of criteria that integrate contrast with boundary
smoothness, variation of the image gradient along the boundary, and
a criterion that penalizes for the presence of artifacts reflecting the
data structure used during segmentation (quad tree in our case).
Index Terms-Edge detection, image analysis, merge algorithm, region growing, segmentation, split-and-merge algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

THE
goal of for
thissegmentation
paper is to
techniques

show
how much
combining
produces
better two
results than what would have been obtained by either technique alone. This is not surprising; the general principle
of integration is well accepted in vision. But carrying out
the general principle is quite challenging and this may explain the sparsity of the literature on integrated techniques. Thus the contribution of our paper is to show how
such integration can be done. Besides integrating edge detection and region growing, we also integrate different
criteria for edge detection: contrast and smoothness of the
resulting curve.
The following is a brief survey of the few earlier papers
that have emphasized integrated techniques. Grinaker [1]]
used edge detection in areas around the borders of regions
found by region-based segmentation.
Fua and Hanson [8]
used high-level domain knowledge and edge-based technique to pick out the best segmentation
from a series of
region-based segmented images. Bajcsy et al. [4] showed
that both edge detection and region growing are aspects
of the same processes under the assumption of step edges
and approximately
uniform brightness within regions.
Both processes can be unified by making the decision
whether a point is on a boundary or on a homogeneous
surface. The most recent integration of region growing
and edge detection is described in [1]. They assumed the
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number of regions was approximately
known and used it
to estimate the corresponding
parameters of an edge detection process. The result of the edge detection was then
used to initialize and to assist a region growing process
where a local similarity threshold t (which was used to
judge whether two points belonged to the same region)
was gradually increased until the expected number of regions resulted.
Simultaneous consideration of smoothness and contrast
was used first by Montanari
plied dynamic programming
sum of a contrast measure

[19] and Ballard [2] who apfor minimizing a weighted
and a smoothness
measure.

More recently Kass et al. [14] solved explicitly a regularization problem that located contours by minimizing a
cost function of three terms. Both the early [l9], [2] and
the more recent [14] approaches of this kind need either
an initial guess for a contour, or strict assumptions about
the contour (for example, that its length is known). The
boundaries found during a segmentation by region growing are good initial guesses.
The application of any region growing process can lead
to three kinds of errors: a) a boundary is not an edge and
there are no edges nearby; b) a boundary corresponds to
an edge but it does not coincide with it; c) there exist
edges with no boundaries near them. The probability of
errors of the third type can be reduced significantly, if not
eliminated altogether, by the proper selection of parameters. This of course results in an over-segmented
image
because such parameter settings cause the errors of the
first type to increase. In this work we perform first region
growing and then edge detection without iterating and
therefore we have little choice but to use over-segmented
images. A topic for future research could be the investigation of iterative process (however, see Section V for
some reservations).
In order to correct errors of type a) we compute for each
boundary a merit function of the form
II (contrast)

Boundaries

+

{3fz (segmentation

artifacts).

with low values of that sum are candidates

( 1)
for

elimination.
Our notation is deliberately
vague at this
stage and it will become concrete only later on. For example, the first term can be any expression which becomes large when the contrast on either side of a boundary is large. At this stage the details of how that contrast
is computed do not matter. While the meaning of and the
rational for the first term are obvious this is not the case
with the second term and some explanation is in order. It
is well known that any region growing technique may pro-
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duce false boundaries because the uniformity criterion
may not be satisfied over a given area even if there is no
clear line where a transition occurs. For example, if the
light intensity varies linearly within a region R and we
insist that the intensity be approximately constant within
a region, then there will be artificial boundaries within R,
Furthermore, it is likely that such boundaries will reflect
the data structures and traversal strategies used during region growing. For example, if we traverse an image along
scan lines, then artificial boundaries will tend to be parallel to scan lines, If we use a quad tree for traversal, then
such false boundaries tend to be along the direction of the
partition imposed by the quad tree. 12 will be low for
boundaries along the expected directions.
In order to correct errors of type b) we compute an
expression of the form
13

(contrast)

+

01.14

(smoothness)

(2)

along the boundary and in its neighborhood and we select
for an edge the curve where the above expression is maximum. We call this phase the contour modification step.
II.

BOUNDARY

ELIMINATION

The major reason that region growing produces false
boundaries is that the definition of region uniformity is
too strict, as when we insist on approximately constant
brightness while in reality brightness may vary linearly
within a region. It is very difficult to find uniformity criteria that match exactly our requirements. For example,
if we define as uniform regions those where brightness
varies linearly, then it is likely that regions of constant
brightness will be lost. The basis claim of this paper is
that we can improve the results significantly if we check
whether all region boundaries qualify as edges rather than
attempting to fine-tune the uniformity criteria. Clearly,
the contrast across a boundary is an important criterion
for making such a decision. Another important criterion
is whether the shape of a boundary reflects the data structure used for image traversal.
We will illustrate our method by considering the case
when the data structure for the initial traversal of the image is a quad tree. This is true for the split-and-merge
algorithm [12], [6], [7], [5], [15], [10] which has been
used in our tests. We want to emphasize though that for
our current purpose the details of that algorithm are irrelevant. The critical feature is that it uses the quad tree data
structure. The~ the false boundaries tend to consist of long
vertical and horizontal segments. Therefore we introduce
the following merit function:

1e
()

e

length of boundary e

(3)
Boundaries for which the above function is "small"
should be eliminated. The first term of (3) can be inter-
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preted as the strength of the boundary seen as an edge.
The second term penalizes for long straight lines. If we
use the basic chain code directions, then even straight lines
show many direction changes, unless they are vertical,
horizontal, or diagonal ( 450 or 1350 ). The likelihood that
a true edge will be exactly in one of these four directions
is rather small, so the penalty will almost always be large
only for the artifacts of the quad tree structure (see the (b)
parts of Figs. 9-12); {3is the relative weight of these two
terms. The only time
e) will be small for a true edge
(and therefore we will err in eliminating) is when an edge
falls exactly along one of the four chosen directions and
it is also of low contrast.
The effort to associate region boundaries with edges requires some careful definitions. If we use the usual definition that a boundary pixel is one that has neighbors outside the region, then we end up with nonoverlapping
boundaries. If we wish to have a set of pixels C which is
the common boundary between region A and B, then we
must use an alternative definition. We selected for the extended boundal}' concept, first used in [9] and also discussed in [20]. Roughly speaking, the extended boundary
of a region R consists of pixels which belong to R along
some directions of traversal and pixels in the complement
of R. The consistent use of the rule for selecting pixels
from R or its complement guarantees that the same thin
chain of pixels is found as the contour of a region or the
contour of its complement.
A major problem in boundary elimination is that we
cannot remove a boundary arbitrarily without introducing
unacceptable topologies. For example, if we remove
boundary el in Fig. lea), we must also remove e2' Note
that removing el only may be acceptable physically as
shown in Fig. 1(b) but in the current study we will insist
on regions that are well formed. Similarly, once e3 in Fig.
1 is eliminated, e" e4, and e2 are linked together, forming
a new boundary between region R2 and R I + R3 and thus
a single elimination of e" e2, or e4 is not allowed in the
sequel. Here we denote the first case as region constraint
while the second as boundary constraint. Because of these
constraints, eliminating one boundary may later forbid the
elimination of another and thus the final result depends on
the search strategy. We must also define what "small" is
for the merit function. Instead of deciding locally whether
a given boundary should be eliminated we introduce a
global merit function which is to be maximized. This is
defined in terms of the function
of (3) as follows. If
a boundary is to be eliminated, it contributes to the sum
according to the term e - (e; ) for some threshold e.
If a boundary is to be kept it contributes according to the
term
e;) - e. Let Ie and
denote the index sets for
the two groups of boundaries. Therefore

1(

1()

1

1(

= ----------I sum of contrast along boundary e I
length of boundary e

+ {3number
----------------.
of direction changes along boundary

ANALYSIS

F(ej,

h

e2,

...

, en)

= lEI,
.~ (e -

1(e;))

+ IElk
.~

(1(e;)

-

e).

(4)

The value of e should be chosen equal to the expected
contrast across edges in the image. If we ignore the issue
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(a)

(b)

Fig. I. Illustrationof the assumptionsfor well formed regions. A single
eliminationof 1', in (a) is forbiddenalthoughit may be acceptablephysically as shown in (b).

are led into a counterintuitive

TABLEI
BOUNDARY

B

Fig. 2. Configurationused for the explainingthe motivationfor the function beller ( ).

ELIMINATION

functionbeller (edge e)
a) If eliminatingI' causes no other edges to merge returnTRUE.
b) if e is not muchshorter than the edges to be mergedreturnTRUE.
c) If at least two of the mergededges havedissimilarvalues off ( )
return FALSE.
end of function.
main part
I) Repeatsteps 2-7 whileflag is TRUE.
2) Setfmill
to e andflag to FALSE.
3) For all edges e, do step 4.
4) Iff (e, ) is less than fmill and beller (ei ) is TRUE, then set
fmill tof(e,),
imin to i, andflag to TRUE.
6) Iffmill is greater than or equal to e, then exit.
7) Eliminatee'm'n and rearrangethe list of edges by taking into
accountthe edge mergesresultingbecauseof this elimination.

e

boundary, provided that its merit function is below
and
we stop if no more such boundaries remain. This process
can be modified by predicting the effect on F( ) if that
particular single boundary is eliminated and not proceeding with the elimination if the effect is undesirable. Let b
be the candidate for elimination.
If we eliminate it, then
we must reorganize the region and boundary configurations by using the boundary and region constraints stated
above. If during this process we join boundary pieces with
distinctly different values off ( ), then the elimination of
b is canceled. The process is summarized in Table I.
The only unusual step is the call of the function better ( ). Its purpose can be explained by looking at Fig. 2.
There it is impossible to eliminate both weak boundaries
because this will leave the arc
[with low values of
AK not being a boundary between regions. Since BK is
very short the computation off ( ) on it may not be reliand
able. If we decide to "believe"
the value of
eliminate BK, then arcs AK andKC must be merged. Since
each has significant length and different value off ( ) we

f ( )]

f ()

to

ignore the result of the computation for BK and later decide to eliminate CK, then we can merge AK and BK and
have AKB as part of the contour between two regions. The
function better ( ) does not allow us to eliminate BK (it
is the shortest of the weak boundaries) but it allows the
elimination of CK.
Details of implementation
of this and the other algorithms presented in the paper can be found in [17].

After the process of boundary elimination we are justified to call the remaining boundaries contours or edges
and talk about "contour
modification"
rather than

e

e

If we decide

III. CONTOUR MODIFICATION

F( ) is maxiof topological validity, then for a given
mized if we remove all boundaries with (e; ) less than
and keep all others. However, in order to maintain topological validity we may have to keep some boundaries with
low individual merit functions.
Clearly, an exhaustive
search on all the combinations
of topologically
valid
boundary configurations is not advisable since its cost will
grow exponentially with the number of boundaries. A suboptimal greedy algorithm (see for example [13]) offers
an attractive solution: each time we eliminate the weakest

f

situation.

"boundary
modification."
If the previous step is correct
all remaining region boundaries should correspond to actual edges. The need for contour modification can be seen
clearly from the examples shown in the (c) parts of Figs.
9-12: first, contours, especially in the low-contrast areas,
may be a few pixels away from their actual position; second, in some transition areas where the intensity change
is not precipitous enough, two parallel edges instead of
one may be found; third, artifacts of the quad-tree structure might still persist in some low-contrast area. What is
needed on an optimization
of the exact location of each
contour. For this purpose we shall use a process similar
to that used by Kass, Witkin, and Terzopoulos
[14] and
much earlier by Montanari [19], Martelli [18], and Ballard [2]. We will modify the contour to maximize a merit
function with three terms given below:

g(W)

= ± ~ [IV/(W(t;))I-

'Y . I cp' (W( ti

0(

))

I] .

•

K(W(t;))
(5)

W(t)
= (x(t), y(t)Y is a point on the contour
I V / ( W (t) ) I is the magnitude of image gradient which is
a measure of the contrast along the contour. K ( W (t»
is
the curvature evaluated along the contour. cp' (W(t»
is
the first order derivative of the phase part of the image
gradient at point W(t). L is the length of the contour.
The following are intuitive interpretations
of each of
the three terms of (5). The first term, IV /( W(t»
I, corresponds to "fidelity to data" since it is maximum when
the edge runs along the points of maximum contrast. The
second term, -0( • K( ), favors "smoothness"
and avoids
sharp turns in contours, especially in low contrast areas.

i
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I

Finally, the third term - l' . I ¢' ( W (t) ) I corresponds to
the changes in the direction of the gradient along the contour which should be small.
Its usefulness is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. The lower
part of Fig. 3 shows the gradients computed over a noisy
area. While the contrast may be high, the variations in the
direction of the gradient also yield a large ¢'. Therefore
the first and third will nearly cancel each other and the
chosen contour will be one of minimum curvature. Insisting on small variations in the direction of the gradient
also keeps contours from being influenced by strong edges
nearby. This is illustrated in Fig. 4: without the
I ¢' (W( t)) I term, the evaluated value of the curve in Fig.
4(b) may be better than that of the curve Fig. 4(a), While
the magnitude part of the image gradient has been used
widely to locate (or modify) contours, the phase information has been less popular. References [2] and [3] are
among the few that have used it to locate contours and to
extract straight lines,
Since we deal with discrete data, we must replace the
expressions using derivatives in (5) by discrete approximations. First, at each pixel i, j in the vicinity of a contour we compute

=

( :; ) ij

Ii + l,j -

+

1

+

2Ii + I.j

+

2Ii_l.j

+

Ii + oj +
1

1

-

Ii - l.j -

Smooth area

Noisy area

Fig. 3.

<1>'

is zero in the top gradient field but it has significant
the bottom gradient field.

I

I

Ii-1.j+

and

(a)

( :~ ) ij

=

Ii - oj+
I

+

I

+

2Ii.j +

+

2Iioj-1

1

values in

+

Ii + oj +
I

1

-

Ii - oj1

(b)

Fig. 4. Without using the third term of (5), the edge-modification
algorithm might mismodify the contour in (a) to (b), where each arrow represents the direction of the gradient and the length of each vector represents the magnitude of the gradient along the contour. The left-hand
side of the contour (low contrast part) is influenced by the right-hand
side (high contrast).

I

Ii+ loj-I'

Then

IVI(i,j)[

(:;):

where ri is the radius of the osculating circle passing
through the contour points W(ti-1),
W(ti),
and W(ti+ I)
as illustrated in Fig. 5(a),
Second
Curvature
Measure
2: The second curvature
measure K2(t) is defined as:

+

and

¢(i, j)

= arctan

l(:~)
j (:;)J.

All the contour points are pixels, so that to the point W (ti
corresponds a pixel m (ti ), n (ti ). We set

Yi -

)

K2(ti)
IVI(W(ti))1

=

and
¢'(W(t;))

=

¢(m(ti),

n(t;))

- ¢(m ( ti - I), n ( ti - I)) ,
The following two discrete curvature measures were
considered.
First Curvature
Measure:
The first curvature measure
KI (ti ) is defined as:
r·I

=

(6)

Yi

Yi + I

2

[(Xi+l -

IVI(m(ti),n(ti))1

I

xi-d

2

+

(Yi+1

-

1/2'

(7)

Yi-I)]

The physical interpretation of K2 (ti) is the height of
the triangle W(ti-I)
W(ti)
W(ti+l)
on the base
W(ti_l)
W(ti+ d as shown in Fig. 5(b).
KI (t)
has the advantage that it can be interpreted directly as a discrete version of curvature measure by considering the osculating circle of a real curvature measure.
While K2 (t) has the advantage that it can be computed
easily on the discrete plane. Both KI (t) and K2(t) involve
less computation than the actual curvature measure. It has
been our experience that both curvature measures work
similarly in most cases.
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wI'._.)

(a)

WI'.+.)

v
(b)

Fig. 5. Two discrete

(b)

To avoid the problem of local evaluation of curvature
on the zig-zags as shown in Fig. 6(a), K\ (or K2) is computed every k points (3 :::; k :::; 7) and the function to be
minimized is constructed as follows: we use four sequential equal-spaced contour points R, Q, P, N which are k
pixels apart from each other (see Fig. 7). P is the point
whose location is under consideration . We evaluate
p

IVI(T)I

+

K(R,

Q,

P)

p

+ T=Q
L:

[1>

(T) -

1> ( Tprcv ) [.

(

5a)

The optimization algorithm is outlined in Table II.
The process starts with a large value of k (5 or 6 pixe~s), tracing is done in both directions, then the value of
k is decreased, and the process is repeated. It terminates
when either no modifications are made, or when k equals
3. While this scheme does only a very local optimization
it seems to produce satisfactory results in many cases (see
Section V).
IV .

PARAMETER

SELECTION

The procedures of the two previous sections require the
selection of certain parameters. In the absence of widely
accepted mathematical models for images one must
always rely on a "training" set for any method. The
following observations emphasize the interaction of parameters and should help to reduce the needed experimentation. Both the boundary elimination and the contour
modification use merit functions similar to those used in
regularization (for example in smoothing splines [22],
[24]). In such cases it is possible to select the relative
weights of the terms by using the method of cross-validation [23]. However, cross-validation is very expensive
computationally and some of the assumptions for its validity may not hold in our case, especially for (5) which

r

p

~

N

EB

new P

).

T ABLE II

(b)

= T=Q
L:

•

CONTOUR MODIFICATION

Fig. 6. (a) Local evaluation of curvature on zig-zags is meaningless.
The contour in (a) should be interpreted as the one shown in (b).

g\ocal(P)

Q

Fig. 7. The four points R, Q, P, N used in edgeJditing(

forms of curvature.

(a)

~

I) Select contour points R, Q, P, and N, k pixels apart.
2) Do steps 3-6 until P returns to its original position.
3) Calculate the value of the merit function glomi given by (Sa).
4) If glomi is smaller than some threshold en find the best point P,
nearby to substitute P. (The evaluation of K(R, Q, P) can be
implemented by using a look-up-table.)
5) Replace the points in the intervals [Q, P] and [P, N] by the
points in the intervals QP, and P,N, respectively.
6) After modifying the segment between Q and N, P is moved to
N, Q is to P, R is to Q, and N is moved k pixels forward.

has two parameters to be set. Our experience has been that
the effects of the relative weights have much more to do
with the scaling of the terms, than their abstract relative
importance. Once the scaling issue is settled the results
depend little on the relative importance.
We start with (3). Clearly, the first term is the most
important and the question is how much relative weight
should be given to the second term. If we denote by p that
weight, we have found empirically that setting 0.0 :::; p
:::;0.3 yields good results for most images. The value of
(3 also depends on the scales used for the two terms.
Therefore we search for the boundaries where either term
is maximum and (3is set to a value given by the following
equation

(8)

where fk ( ) is the kth term of (3).
We use a simple rule to set one of the weights in (5)
and then adjust the other. Without using the third term of
(5), the contour shown in Fig. 4(a) may lead to the result
of Fig. 4(b) where the resultant contour is both smooth
and has a high' contrast but the region surrounded by it,
has parts collapsed to a point. We have assigned equal
importance on the first and third term of (5) so that 'Y is
set only to compensate for scaling. Since the maximum
change in the direction of the gradient is 7r we have
max
t

'Y

Iv I(

W( t))

=-

where W (t) is a point on the contour.

I
(9)
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Fig. 8. The evaluation charts of the three tenns of (5) for two contours in
Fig. 11. In each set of charts, the upper one is for the <p' ( ) tenn, the
middle is for the K ( ), and the lower one is for the contrast. As we can
see, the corner with maximal K in (n) is real, while that of (b) is not.

In order to select the value of a we trace the values of
the three terms along the contour as shown in Fig. 8. (The
actual data are from two contours of Fig. 11(c) with the
evaluation being made every 5 points.) First we locate the
high curvature points on the evaluation chart as shown in
Fig. 8. If a high curvature point has a high contrast also,
it is regarded as a real comer and the comer should be
preserved. I For such points we demand that

where tm is the index of the point where both high curvature and high contrast have been observed and c is a
predetermined constant (c = 0.2 in our case). Thus a
should be set to a value which is small enough to preserve
this comer. If the contrast is low, then we demand that

where tn is the index of the point where high curvature
and low contrast have been observed and d = 0.1 in our
cases. Picking out the major contours of an image (judged
by length and contrast) and applying (10) and (11) to them
will usually yield a closed interval from where the values
of a can be chosen.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

AND

CONCLUSIONS

The algorithms were implemented in C language on a
SUN 3/160 workstation running under the UNIX® operating system. Simple tool images and aerial photographs
were used to test the algorithms. The aerial photographs
were supplied by Dr. C. M. Bjorklund of the Digital Image Processing Laboratory of the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory. All images had a resolution of 256 X
IIdeally, the contrast along the boundary between two neighbored regions is unifonn because the unifonnity predicate is satisfied on each segmented region. Thus whether a point is high contrast or low contrast is
judged by comparing it to other points on the same contour.
®UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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256 pixels and up to 256 different gray levels. Ideally,
different uniformity predicates should be used in the splitand-merge phase for different kinds of pictures. For the
time being, only the average of intensity and the maximal
difference between a single pixel and the average intensity
are used to save computation time. The original images
together with the results are shown in Figs. 9-12. Each
set of images are arranged in the following way. Part (a)
is the original picture, (b) is the result of split-and-merge,
(c) is the result after boundary elimination, and (d) is the
result after edge modification. All displayed pictures are
half toned. The processing time depends on the complexity of the image (total number of regions and edges) and
grows about linearly as the complexity increases.
The impression of human observersL is that the method
is very successful on the tool images (Figs. 9 and 10) and
less so on the aerial photograph images (Figs. 11 and 12).
In our opinion the success in the tool images is due to the
fact that the objects shown occupy areas of many pixels
and therefore it is easy to select parameters to separate
"signal" from "noise." This is not true in the other set
where objects of interest occupy very few pixels.
Our main conclusion is that the combination of two
methods yields far better results than those of a single
method. One might argue that the success is due to the
fact that our test images, especially the tool pictures, are
better suited for edge detection. However this is not the
case: edge detection applied on these pictures yields not
very good results. Readers can convince themselves of the
fact by looking at [21, Fig. 4.6 (Plate 18)] and [16, Fig.
5]. The former shows the results for a simple gradient
edge detector and the latter of more sophisticated schemes
(including Canny's edge detector and a residual edge detector) .
We can think of various improvements of the method
we presented: global optimization, iterating between region growing and edge detection, using other merit functions, etc. In our opinion, the above examples suggest
that such changes will not result in significantly better results. The results on the tool pictures are very good as
they stand now. The only faults tend to be in areas where
a highlighted part of an object is separated from it. But
areas of highlights do have significant different brightness
values than their surroundings and it is doubtful that any
method will be successful in merging them with the rest
of the object without having a model for highlights. Potential improvements are much greater in the aerial photographs so we cannot exclude the possibility that another
approach will achieve this. However such an approach
must face the question of when a small cluster of pixels
with values different from their surroundings is an object
to be outlined and when it is noise to be ignored. This
might be achieved by using higher level knowledge about
the class of scenes.
2These include people who have seen the results in seminar and conference presentations
as well as one of the referees of the initial submission
of the paper.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. A tool image. (a) Original picture. (b) The result of the split-andmerge algorithm. (c) The result after boundary elimination (application
of the algorithm of Table I). (d) The result after contour modification.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10. A tool image. (a) Original picture. (b) The result of the split-andmerge algorithm. (c) The result after boundary elimination (application
of the algorithm of Table I). Cd) The result after contour modification.
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Fig. ,1. Part of an aerial photograph.
(a) Original picture. (b) The result
of the split-and-merge
algorithm. (c) The result after boundary elimination (application of the algorithm of Table 1). (d) The result after contour modification.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 12. Part of an aerial photograph.
(a) Original picture. (b) The result
of the split-and-merge
algorithm. (c) The result after boundary elimination (application of the algorithm of Table I). (d) The result after contour modification.
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